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Abstract. We have demonstrated the lithographic production of a periodic nanostructure by focusing a transversely
laser cooled cesium atomic beam with a standing-wave light
field. With a self-assembled monolayer used as the resist on
a gold surface, exposure to cesium atoms locally changes the
wetability. Subsequently a wet-etching process transfers the
pattern to the underlying gold film. We have generated lines
with a separation of half the wavelength of the cesium D2 line
(852 nm) and a width of about 120 nm and covering a large
area of approximately 1 mm2 .
PACS: 32.80.Pj; 42.50.Vk; 42.82.Cr; 85.40.Ux
In order to meet future demands for nanofabrication, lithographic processes with sub-100-nm resolution are required.
Atoms with a velocity of several tens of meters per second
have de Broglie wavelengths in the picometer regime and
hence diffraction does not prevent the focusing of atomic
beams to a nanometer spot size. Atomic beams are therefore a natural candidate for generating nanostructures, a field
called atom lithography. Previously a direct writing process,
by focusing an atomic beam with a standing-wave light field
into narrow lines spaced by half the optical wavelength, has
been demonstrated for sodium [1], chromium [2, 3], and aluminum [4].
In a different approach, the workhorses of laser cooling
and atom optics, cesium [5, 6] and metastable argon and helium atoms [7, 8] have been used to structure a gold layer
in a resist-based process using a contact mask. We demonstrate a lithographic process that combines the advantages of
both techniques: a perfect nonmaterial mask and a nonlinear exposure process which leads to nearly background-free
structures.
1 Physical principle
An inhomogeneous light field exerts a force on neutral atoms.
This force is due to the interaction of the induced atomic
dipole moment with the inhomogeneous electric field. If the

frequency of the electric field is near an atomic resonance the
dipole force is resonantly enhanced and laser intensities of
a few mW/cm2 are sufficient to manipulate atomic trajectories.
However, to avoid spontaneous emission laser detuning,
δ = νlaser − νatom , much larger than the natural linewidth γ of
the atomic resonance is necessary. In this case the force on the
atoms can be written as [9]
F=−

hγ 2
∇ I(x) ,
8δIsat

(1)

where Isat is the saturation intensity of the atomic transition.
In a one-dimensional standing-wave light field with
wavelength λ = 2π/k the intensity pattern is given by I =
I0 sin2 (kx). If the laser frequency is larger (smaller) than the
frequency of the atomic resonance the force on the atoms
is directed towards the intensity nodes (antinodes). A Taylor expansion of the force in (1) yields harmonic binding
to modal planes. Therefore the standing-wave light field
acts as an array of cylindrical lenses for a traversing atomic
beam and the atoms are focused into lines with a separation of half the wavelength used (Fig. 1). We used the cesium
D2 resonance at λ = 852.1 nm with a saturation intensity of
Isat = 1.1 mW/cm2 and a natural linewidth of γ = 5.22 MHz.
2 Experimental setup
Our beam source is a thermal cesium atomic beam (oven
temperature T = 410 K) which is geometrically collimated
to about 5 mrad (Fig. 2a). Further reduction of divergence to
improve the imaging properties of the light lenses is accomplished by two-dimensional transverse laser cooling (Fig. 2b)
with two diode lasers at 852 nm. The two laser beams are
superimposed, coupled into one optical fiber, and guided
to the vacuum apparatus. The cooling laser (P = 22 mW,
I = 8 Isat ) is detuned by −14 MHz from the 2S1/2 → 2P3/2 ,
F = 4 → F 0 = 5 cooling transition of the cesium D2 line,
and the second laser (P = 220 µW) is tuned to the F =
3 → F 0 = 4 resonance and empties the statistically populated
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Fig. 1. Calculated atomic trajectories in one period (λ/2) of a transverse
standing-wave light field. The atomic beam is assumed to be monoenergetic
with vz = 300 m/s, the most probable atomic velocity of the atomic beam
and perfectly collimated. The parameters, λ = 852.1 nm, P = 160 mW,
and δ = + 12.1 GHz, of the optical standing wave used in the calculation
match the experimental situation. On top, the Gaussian beam profile of the
standing-wave light field in the direction of propagation of the atomic beam
is shown. The vertical line at z = 0 indicates the position of the sample

Fig. 2. a Sketch of the experimental setup housed in a high-vacuum apparatus showing cesium beam source, two-dimensional optical collimation stage
(source chamber), standing-wave light field, and sample (sample chamber).
b Beam profiles of the atomic beam with (solid line) and without (dotted line) two-dimensional optical transverse collimation. The beam profiles
were taken with a CCD camera 1 m beyond the collimation stage where the
atoms traverse a resonant laser beam

F = 3 ground state. In a lin ⊥ lin polarization configuration [10] the collimation stage increases the total flux through
the aperture above by a factor of three, leading to a flux
of 1012 atoms/cm−2 s−1 in the sample region. The remaining divergence is less than 0.4 mrad, which corresponds to
a transverse energy of 11 neV.
The setup for the standing-wave light field used for focusing of the atomic beam is housed in a second vacuum
chamber connected to the source chamber (Fig. 2a). A highly

reflecting mirror is aligned parallel (±0.2 mrad) and in close
vicinity (< 1 mm) to the atomic beam axis. Two 90◦ prisms
attached to the mirror surface on both sides of the atomic
beam serve as the sample holder and guarantee the right-angle
between sample surface and atomic beam axis.
The standing-wave light field is derived from a Ti:Sapphire
laser beam, which is also led to the vacuum apparatus via
an optical fiber. The well-collimated laser beam, with a diameter (e−2 ) of 1.4 mm, is focused with a cylindrical lens
( f = 250 mm), placed outside the vacuum chamber, onto the
mirror surface, resulting in a waist of 100 µm in the direction of the atomic beam (z axis). A maximum laser power
of 160 mW is available for the standing wave light field. We
adjust the standing wave light field perpendicular to the mirror surface by optimizing the retroreflection into the optical
fiber. The sample surface is placed in the center of Gaussian beam profile. A detuning of + 12.1 GHz with respect to
the F = 4 → F 0 = 5 transition was chosen according to the
simulation of the atomic trajectories in order to achieve focusing for the most probable velocity (300 m/s) within the
cesium beam (Fig. 1). The parameters given above result in
a potential depth of 620 neV, which is much larger than the
remaining transverse kinetic energy of the atomic beam.
Sample preparation was carried out according to the procedure described in [8]. A polished silicon wafer with a 1 nm
chromium layer is coated with a 30-nm gold layer. Immediately after evaporation of gold these samples are immersed
into a 1-mM solution of nonanethiole [CH3 (CH2 )8 SH] in
ethanol for at least 24 hours. During that time an approximately 1-nm thick self-assembling monolayer (SAM) of
nonanethiole is formed [11] (Fig. 3). The hydrophobic character of the methyl end groups protects the underlying gold
surface during a wet gold etching process. The exposure of
the SAM to cesium atoms locally changes the hydrophobic property [5, 6]. A dose of about eight cesium atoms per
nonanethiole molecule, which corresponds to approximately
4 × 1015 cesium atoms cm−2 was found to be sufficient. The
portion of cesium dimers in the atomic beam, which is less
than 0.1% [12], is neglected, though it is not yet clear whether
they damage the SAM as well. After exposure to the cesium
atomic beam for four to ten minutes at a background pressure of about 10−8 mbar, the samples were etched in the gold
etching solution [13] for 11 min. No special care was taken to
protect the samples from environmental contamination during
the preparation and etching process.

Fig. 3. The lithographic process consists of sample preparation, structuring
the resist with a cesium atomic beam, and etching in a gold etching solution
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obtained at an exposure time of 6 min. For an unfocused but
collimated atomic beam this exposure time would be too low
by a factor of three. The measured averaged linewidth of the
lines of about 120 nm agrees quite well with this ratio.
The lithographic process described is very robust and reliable because of the use of a low-temperature cesium source.
The combination of the high flux and low dose leads to
short exposure times of less than 10 min, which can easily be reduced by increasing the oven temperature. The current linewidth is mainly limited by the isotropic gold etch
process and the graininess of the gold film used, which we
believe is due to the layer-plus-island growth mode (Stranski–
Krastanov) of gold on silicon [14]. This limitation can for
instance be overcome by using a different resist based on
alkylsiloxanes [CH3 (CH2 )n SiCl3 ] on silicon dioxide, which
was found to be sensitive to cesium atoms too [15]. The
method described can be extended straightforwardly into two
dimensions as has already been shown for chromium [16, 17],
or may be combined with magnetic imaging [18] in order to
produce an arbitrary complex structure.
Atom lithography has several advantages. We have demonstrated that it can be used to modify suitable surfaces at
nanometer scales in a manner similar to traditional print and
lift-off techniques. It is highly parallel and the intrinsic interferometric control of the length scales during exposure may
be useful for the fabrication of submicron length standards.
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Fig. 4a,b. Microscopic images of the written structures. In both images,
bright structures represent areas of gold, silicon is dark. a Light microscope
image using difference interference contrast. These lines can be found in
the whole region exposed to the atomic beam with a diameter of 1 mm.
b Atomic force microscope image of a region (9 µm × 9 µm) scanned in
contact mode

3 Discussion of results
Optical microscopy is well suited for obtaining a general
overview of the developed samples. In the difference interference contrast image (Fig. 4a) the lines written in the gold
layer are clearly visible and the ratio between the ditch and
bridge widths can be estimated. The lines were written in the
entire area exposed to the atomic beam (Ø = 1 mm). Using
the samples as a grating allows the period of the lines to
be determined. In a Littrow setup we measured an angle
of incidence of 47.9(1)◦ for the −1st diffraction order of a
helium–neon laser beam at 632.8 nm, which corresponds to
a periodicity of 426.4(7) nm [2 347 (6) lines/mm]. For a more
quantitative analysis we inspected the samples by means of an
atomic force microscope (AFM, from Zeiss). After calibration of the AFM with a length standard produced by e-beam
lithography (uncertainty less than 1%), we determined the
line separation to be 425 (4) nm. In underexposed samples we
find connections between the lines, whereas in overexposed
samples the lines show disconnections. The best results were
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